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 . k .  .We treat the linear differential equation ) f q A z f s 0, where k P 2 is
 .  .an integer and A z is a transcendental entire function of order s A . It is shown
 .  .  .  .that any non-trivial solution of the equation ) satisfies l f P s A , where l f
is the exponent of convergence of the zero-sequence of f , under the condition
 .  .KN r, 1rA O T r, A , r f E for a K ) 2k and an exceptional set E of finite
 P1 z . P2 z .  ..linear measure. The second order equation f 0 q e q e q Q z f s 0,
 .  .  .where P z , P z are non-constant polynomials and Q z is an entire function, is1 2
also studied. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In this note, we are concerned with the zero distribution of solutions of
some linear differential equations. In this field, many mathematicians e.g.
w x.1]9, 12 treated higher order linear differential equations with entire
coefficients. In particular, the differential equation of second order
f 0 q A z f s 0, 1.1 .  .
 .where A z is an entire function, has been investigated in various aspects.
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In this note, we use the standard notations in Nevanlinna theory see
w x.  .  .e.g. 11]13 . Let f be a meromorphic function. As usual, m r, f , N r, f ,
 .and T r, f denote the proximity function, the counting function, and the
 .characteristic function of f , respectively. We denote by S r, f any quan-
  ..tity of growth o T r, f as r ª ` outside of a possible exceptional set of
 .finite linear measure. We use the symbol s f to denote the order of f
 .and l f to denote the exponent of convergence of the zero-sequence of
 .f. For a set V ; R, M V denotes the linear measure of V.
w  .xBank and Laine 1, Theorem 2 b proved the following theorem.
THEOREM 1.A. Suppose that the exponent of con¨ergence of the zero-se-
 .  .quence of the entire function A z is less than s A . Then the exponent of
 .con¨ergence of the zero-sequence of any solution f k 0 of 1.1 is at least
 .s A .
The higher order linear differential equation
f k . q A z f s 0, 1.2 .  .
 .where k P 2 is an integer and A z is a non-constant entire function, is
w x w x w xtreated, e.g., in 3 and 7 . Bank et al. 3, Korollar zu Satz 1 showed the
following theorem:
 .  .  .  .THEOREM 1.B. If A z in 1.2 satisfies N r, 1rA s S r, A , then for
 .any non-tri¨ ial solution of 1.2 we ha¨e
N r , 1rf .
lim sup ) 0,
T r , A .rª` , rfE
where E is an exceptional set with finite linear measure.
In Section 2, we consider the problem of finding a number K such that
1
KN r , O T r , A q S r , A , r f E, M E - `, 1.3 .  .  .  . /A
 .  .  .implies that any solution of the equation 1.2 satisfies l f P s A . We
 .  .  .note that when k P 2, K s 2 in 1.3 fails to imply l f P s A , which is
w xseen in the following example given by Bank and Laine 2 :
 .  2 i z.EXAMPLE 1.1. The function f z s exp e , which is zero free, satis-
fies the equation
f 0 q 4e4 i z q 4e2 i z f s 0. 1.4 .  .
4 i z 2 i z  .  .  .For A s 4e q 4e , the equality 2 N r, 1rA s T r, A q O 1 holds.
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 .It is known that any pair of linearly independent solutions of 1.4 ,
 4   .  .4 wf , f , satisfies max l f , l f s `; see Bank et al. 4, Corollary to1 2 1 2
xTheorem 1 . In Section 3, we consider the following problem: Under what
 .  .conditions does l f s ` hold for any solution f of 1.1 in the case that
 . P1 z . P2 z .  .  .  .A z s e q e q Q z , where P z , P z are non-constant polyno-1 2
 .  .  4mials and Q z is an entire function s Q - max deg P , deg P .1 2
2. Higher Order Equations
 .In this section, we are concerned with the higher order equation 1.2 ,
where k P 2.
 .THEOREM 2.1. Let A z be a transcendental entire function of order
 .  .s A . Suppose that 1.3 holds for a K ) 2k and an exceptional set E of
 .finite linear measure. Then any non-tri¨ ial solution f of the equation 1.2
 .  .satisfies l f P s A .
To prove this theorem we need some lemmas. In particular, Frank and
w xHennekemper's theorem 9, Satz 2 plays an important role in the Proof of
Theorem 2.1.
LEMMA 2.A. Let f be a transcendental meromorphic function and k P 2
be an integer. Then we ha¨e
f 9 1 1 f 9
m r , O 2 N r , q 2 N r , q S r , q O 1 . .k . /  /  / /f f ff
w xWe also need the lemma in Hayman 11, Lemma 3.5 .
LEMMA 2.B. Suppose that f is a meromorphic function and set g s f 9rf.
Then we ha¨e for k P 1 that f k .rf is a differential polynomial in g with
constant coefficients and of total degree k.
The following lemma is perhaps well-known. For the convenience of the
reader, we supply a proof.
 . qLEMMA 2.2. Let w r be a non-decreasing, continuous function on R .
Suppose that
log w r .
0 - r - lim sup ,
log rrª`
and set
G [ r g RqN w r P r r . 4 .
Then we ha¨e
H 1rr dr .G lw1, r x
log densG s lim sup ) 0.
log rrª`
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 . rProof of Lemma 2.2. In case for a sufficiently large R, w r P r ,
 .r P R, then we have nothing to prove. Set s [ lim sup log w r rlog r.r ª`
 4  .  .Let r , r ­` n ª ` be a sequence such that lim log w r rlog rn n nª` n n
U  .s s . We may assume that for any n there exists an r g r , r suchn n nq1
 U . U  .that log w r - r log r . Since w r is continuous, G contains an openn n
`  .set G s D a , b satisfying1 ns1 n n
b - a , 1 - a - r - bn nq1 n n n
log w a s r log a , log w b s r log b . .  .n n n n
First we consider the case s - `. For any « ) 0, 0 - « - s , there exists a
number N such that
log w r P s y « log r , n ) N. .  .n n
 .Since w r is non-decreasing, we have
r log b s log w b P log w r P s y « log r P s y « log a . .  .  .  .n n n n n
 .Thus we have for r g a , b , n ) Nn n
H bn 1rr dr log b y log a log a r .a n n nn P P 1 y P 1 y .
log r log r log b s y «n
 .Put « s s y r r2. Then for sufficiently large n
H bn 1rr dr s y r .an P ) 0, r g a , b . .n nlog r s q r
Hence we conclude that
H 1rr dr .G lw1, b xnlog densG P log densG P lim sup ) 0.1 log bnª` n
In the case s s `, for an v ) 2 r, there exists a number N such that
log w r P v log r , n ) N. .n n
Similarly to the first case above, we choose a suitable set G s1
`  .D a , b . Then we getns1 n n
H bn 1rr dr r 1 .an P 1 y ) ,
log r v 2
which implies our assertion.
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 .  .Remark 2.3. If we suppose that l f - s A , then there exists a set
V ; R with positive upper logarithmic density such that
1
N r , O o 1 T r , A , as r ª `, r g V . .  . /f
 .  .In fact, choose s , s such that l f - s - s - s A . Then we have1 2 1 2
for a sufficiently large r0
1
s1N r , O r , r P r . 2.1 .0 /f
In view of Lemma 2.2, there exists a set V with positive upper logarithmic0
density such that
T r , A P r s2 , r g V . 2.2 .  .0
 .  . w .It follows from 2.1 and 2.2 that for V [ r , ` l V ,0 0
N r , 1rf r s1 .
s ys1 2O s r , r g V .
s2T r , A r .
This implies our assertion.
 .Proof of Theorem 2.1. Suppose that the equation 1.2 possesses a
 .  .non-trivial solution f such that l f - s A . By Lemma 2.2 and Remark
2.3, there exists a set V ; R with positive logarithmic density such that
1
N r , O o 1 T r , A , r g V . 2.3 .  .  . /f
 . k .Put g s f 9rf in 1.2 . Then by Lemma 2.B, f rf is a differential
 .polynomial in g of degree k having constant coefficients. From 1.2 , we
get
1 1 1
N r , O N r , q N r , 2.4 .k .  /  / / A ff
and
f k .
T r , A s m r , A s m r , O km r , g q S r , g , 2.5 .  .  .  .  . /f
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 .   ..  .where P z s P g z . By means of Lemma 2.A and 2.4 , we have
f 9 f 9 1 f 9
T r , g s N r , q m r , s N r , q m r , .  /  /  /  /f f f f
1 1
O 3N r , q 2 N r , q S r , g q O 1 .  .k . /  /f f
1 1
O 5N r , q 2 N r , q S r , g q O 1 . .  . / /f A
 .Using the assumption 1.3 , we get
2 1
T r , g O T r , A q 5N r , .  .  /K f
qS r , g q S r , A q O 1 , r f E. 2.6 .  .  .  .
 .  .  .From 2.3 , 2.5 , and 2.6 ,
2k
T r , g O q o 1 T r , g , r g V _ E. 2.7 .  .  .  . /K
 .It follows from 2.7 that 2krK P 1, which contradicts the assumption.
Hence we have proved Theorem 2.1.
 .Remark 2.4. By Q 0, A we denote the deficiency in which zeros are
 .  .counted only once. The condition Q 0, A s 1 implies that N r, 1rA s
 .S r, A . Hence from Theorem 1.B we immediately obtain
 .  .  .COROLLARY TO THEOREM 1.B. If A z in 1.2 satisfies Q 0, A s 1,
 .  .  .then for any solution of 1.2 we ha¨e N r, 1rf / S r, A .
 .  .In the proof of Theorem 2.1, if we use the condition N r, 1rf s S r, A
 .  .instead of 2.3 , we get the same conclusion. We also see that Q 0, A ) 1
 .y 1r2k reduces to 1.3 for some K ) 0. Thus by Theorem 2.1, we obtain
the following corollary.
 .COROLLARY TO THEOREM 2.1. Let A z be a transcendental entire
 .  .function that satisfies Q 0, A ) 1 y 1r2k. Then for any solution of 1.2 we
 .  .ha¨e N r, 1rf / S r, A .
3. Second order Equations
 .This section is devoted to the study of the equation 1.1 in the case
 . P1 z . P2 z .  .A z s e q e q Q z , i.e.,
f 0 q e P1 z . q e P2 z . q Q z f s 0, 3.1 .  . .
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where P , P are non-constant polynomials:1 2
P z s z z n q ??? z ? z / 0, n , m g N .1 1 1 2 3.2 .m P z s z z q ??? .2 2
 .  4and Q z is an entire function of order less than max n, m . Further we
assume that e P1, e P2 , and Q are linearly independent.
w xWe now state two theorems in Chiang et al. 8, Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 .
THEOREM 3.A. Let P be a polynomial of degree n P 1, and let Q be a
 .transcendental entire function of order s Q - n. Then any non-tri¨ ial solu-
tion f of
f 0 q e P q Q f s 0 .
 .satisfies l f s `.
THEOREM 3.B. Let B be a transcendental entire function, and let A k 0
and C be entire functions of finite order. Then for any non-tri¨ ial solution f of
f 0 q A z e B z . q C z f s 0 3.3 .  .  . .
 .  .we ha¨e either l f s ` or that f admits no zeros, A z has no zeros, and
21 A9 1 A9
C s y q B9 q q B9 9. 3.4 . /  /16 A 4 A
Remark 3.1. Similarly to the proof of Theorem 3.B, we obtain the
 .  .  .result 3.4 under the condition that B z is a polynomial, s A - deg B,
 .  .  .and s C - deg B in 3.3 unless l f P deg B.
 .  .THEOREM 3.2. i If n / m in 3.2 , then for any non-tri¨ ial solution of
 .  .3.1 we ha¨e l f s `.
 .  .ii If n s m and z s z in 3.2 , then for any non-tri¨ ial solution of1 2
 .  .3.1 we ha¨e l f P n.
 .  .iii Suppose that n s m and z / z in 3.2 . If z rz is not real,1 2 1 2
 .  .then for any non-tri¨ ial solution of 3.1 we ha¨e l f s `.
 .Before the proof of Theorem 3.2, we prepare some notations. Let P z
 .  . nbe a polynomial of degree n P 1: P z s a q b i z q ??? , a , b g R.
Define
d P , u s a cos nu y b sin nu , for u g 0, 2p . . .
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We write z s a q ib , a , b g R, j s 1, 2. Setj j j j j
d u s d P , u , j s 1, 2 for u g 0, 2p , . . .j j
Sq s u N d u ) 0 , Sy s u N d u - 0 , j s 1, 2. .  . 4  4j j j j
We see that Sq and Sy have n components Sq and Sy , k s 1, 2, . . . , n,j j jk jk
respectively. Hence we write
n n
q q y yS s S , S s S , j s 1, 2.D Dj jk j jk
ks1 ks1
Further, we define
D s u g Sq l Sq N d u ) 2d u , 4 .  .12 1 2 1 2
D s u g Sq l Sq N d u ) 2d u . 4 .  .21 1 2 2 1
To prove Theorem 3.2, we recall some lemmas below. Lemma 3.C is
w xgiven in Bank and Langley 6, Lemma 3 . We also need Lemma 3.D from
w xGundersen 10, Corollary 1 to Theorem 2 . Lemma 3.E is a well-known
w xPhragmen]Lindelof-type theorem. We refer to Titchmarsh 14, p. 177 .Â È
 .LEMMA 3.C. Let P z be a polynomial of degree n P 1, and let « ) 0 be
a gi¨ en constant. Then we ha¨e
 .  .  .1 If d P, u ) 0, then there exists an r u ) 0 such that for any
 .r P r u ,
< P  r e
iu . < ne P exp 1 y « d P , u r . .  . .
 .  .  .2 If d P, u - 0, then there exists an r u ) 0 such that for any
 .r P r u ,
< P  r e
iu . < ne O exp 1 y « d P , u r . .  . .
LEMMA 3.D. Let f be a meromorphic function of finite order r, let « ) 0
be a gi¨ en constant, and let k ) j P 0 be intergers. Then there exists a set
w . w .E ; 0, 2p of linear measure zero, such that if u g 0, 2p _ E , then0 0 0
 .there is a constant R s R u ) 1 such that0 0 0
k . iu 0f re .
kyj. ry1q« .O r j. iu 0f re .
for all r P R .0
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 . iuLEMMA 3.E. Let f z be an analytic function of z s re , regular in the
region D between two straight lines making an angle pra at the origin and on
<  . <the lines themsel¨ es. Suppose that f z O M on the lines, and that, as
<  . <  r b .r ª `, f z s O e , where b - a , uniformly in the angle. Then actually
<  . <the inequality f z O M holds throughout the region D.
w xWe will follow the reasoning in Bank and Langley 6, 7 , and Chiang et
w xal. 8 to prove Theorem 3.2.
 .Proof of Theorem 3.2. i In view of Theorem 3.A, the assumption
 .  .m / n implies that any non-trivial solution of 3.1 satisfies l f s `.
Ä P1yz 1 z n P2yz 2 z n Ä .  .ii Let us define A s e q e . Then s A - n. Assum-
n Ä .  .ing l f - n, and taking B s z z , A s A, and C s Q in 3.3 , we1
Ä .conclude that A z has no zeros by Theorem 3.B and Remark 3.1. By a
classical theorem due to Picard, P y P reduces to a constant. This1 2
contradicts the assumption that e P1 and e P2 are linearly independent.
 .  .  .iii Let f be a non-trivial solution of 3.1 . Suppose that l f - `.
Write f s p eh, where p is the canonical product from zeros of f and h is
 .  .  .an entire function. From our hypothesis s p s l p - `. From 3.1 we
get
p 9 p 02 P P1 2h9 s yh0 y 2 h9 y y e y e y Q. 3.5 .  .
p p
P1  .Eliminating e from 3.5 , we have
p 0 p X p 9
X X2U h9 s yQ9 y h- q P y 2 h0 q 2 P y 9 h91 1 1 /  / /p p p
p 0 p 0
X X X P2q P y 9 q P y P e , 3.6 .  .1 1 2 /p p
where
1
X XU s h0 y P h . 3.7 .1 12
We similarly obtain
p 0 p X p 9
X X2U h9 s yQ9 y h- q P y 2 h0 q 2 P y 9 h92 2 2 /  / /p p p
p 0 p 0
X X X P1q P y 9 q P y P e , 3.8 .  .2 2 1 /p p
where
1
X XU s h0 y P h . 3.9 .2 22
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 .We set s Q - j - j - j - n. Then we see that1 2 3
T r , Q s m r , Q O r j1 , .  .
<  iu . <for all r sufficiently large. Further, for any fixed u we have that Q re
 j1.  .O exp r for all r large enough. We apply the Clunie Lemma to 3.5
p 0 p 9
T r , h9 s m r , h9 O m r , Q q m r , q m r , .  .  .  /  /p p
q m r , e P1 q e P2 q S r , h9 .  .
O O r nq« q S r , h9 , for any « ) 0, .  .
 .  .  .  .which implies that s h9 O n. It follows from 3.7 and 3.9 that s U O n1
 .and s U O n, respectively.2
w .  .First we show that there exists a set E ; 0, 2p , M E s 0 such that0 0
if u g Sy _ E , then2 0
j 2iu rU re O O e , as r ª `. 3.10 .  . .1
<  iu . <  .In the case h9 re - 1, from 3.7 we have
iuh0 re 1 .
Xiu iuU re O q P re . 3.11 .  .  .1 1iu 2h9 re .
<  iu . <  .If h9 re P 1, then from 3.6 ,
iu iu iuh- re p 0 re h0 re .  .  .
iu iu2U re O q P re q 2 .  .1 1iu iu iu /h9 re p re h9 re .  .  .
2iu iu iup 9 re p 0 re p 9 re .  .  .
X iuq 2 P re q q .1 iu iu iu /p re p re p re .  .  .
iu iup 0 re p - re .  .
X iuq P re q .1 iu iup re p re .  .
iu iup 0 re p 9 re .  .
q 2iup re .
iuX Xiu iu P  r e .2< <q P re q P re e .  . .1 2
< iu <Q9 re .
iuq Q re .iu< <Q re .
O O er j 2 , as r ª `. 3.12 . .
 .Since Q and h9 are of finite order, by means of Lemma 3.D, 3.11 , and
 .  .3.12 , we obtain 3.10 .
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Ä .We note that d u s 0, j s 1, 2, on the rays arg z s u q qprn, forj j
Äsome u , j s 1, 2, and q s 0, . . . , 2n, which form 2n sectors of openingj
Ä Ä Äw .prn, respectively. Thus we may assume that u g 0, prn . Write u s uj jq j
Ä Äq qprn. If there are some integers q and q such that u s u , then1 2 1q 2 q1 2Ä Ä Ä .u y u q q y q prn s 0. We have that tan nu s a rb , j s 1, 2,1 2 1 2 j j j
which gives
a b y a b1 2 2 1Ä Ä0 s tan nu y nu q q y q p s . . /1 2 1 2 a a q b b1 2 1 2
This contradicts the assumption that z rz is not real. Hence we see that1 2
each component of Sq and Sq contains a component of Sq l Sq . The1 2 1 2
q q Äboundaries of the components of S l S are some of the rays arg z s u .1 2 jq
We fix a component of Sq l Sq , say S*. We may write1 2
S* s u g Sq l Sq N u U - u - u U , d u U s d u U s 0 , 4 .  .1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2
or
SU s u g Sq l Sq N u U - u - u U , d u U s d u U s 0 . 4 .  .1 2 2 1 1 1 2 2
Since every component of Sq and Sq is of opening prn, the rays1 2
arg z s u U , arg z s u U are contained in Sq and Sq , respectively. We1 2 2 1
treat the first case. The proof of the second case can be obtained similarly.
 U U 4Hence there exist h ) 0, h ) 0 such that u N u - u - u q h ; D ,1 2 1 1 1 21
 U U 4 q qu N u - u - u y h ; D . Therefore every component of S and S2 2 2 12 1 2
contains a sector which belongs to D and D , respectively.21 12
 q .Hence there exists a u g S l D _ E for any k. Set 2d - s - s2 k 12 0 2 2 1
 .  .- d , 0 - « - 1 y s rd , 0 - « - s y 2d r 2d . In view of Lemma1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2
3.C, we have
< P1 r e
iu . P2 r e
iu . iu <e q e q Q re .
iu< <Q re .iu iu iuP  r e . P  r e .yP  r e .1 2 1< < < <P e 1 y e y iuP  r e .1< <e
P e1y« 1.d1 r n 1 y o 1 . .
P es1 r n 1 y o 1 , as r ª `. 3.13 .  . .
 4We assume that there exists an unbounded sequence r such thatq
<  iu . <  .  .0 - h9 r e O 1. From 3.5 , 3.13 , and Lemma 3.D, we get for an Nq 1
iu iu iuh0 r e p 9 r e p 0 r e .  .  .n q q qs r1 qe 1 q o 1 O 1 q q 2 q . . iu iu iuh9 r e p r e p r e .  .  .q q q
O O r N1 , as q ª `, .q
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<  iu . <which is absurd. Hence we may assume that h9 re P 1 for all r
 .sufficiently large. It follows from 3.5 and Lemma 3.D, for an N ,2
< P1 r e
iu . P2 r e
iu . iu <e q e q Q re .
iu iu iuh0 re p 9 re p 0 re .  .  .2iuO h9 re 1 q q 2 q . iu iu iu /h9 re p re p re .  .  .
2iu N2O h9 re 1 q O r , as r ª `. 3.14 .  .  . .
 .  .Combining 3.13 and 3.14 , we get
1 y o 1 .2 niu s r1h9 re P e , as r ª `. . N21 q O r .
Thus we obtain for all r large enough
< iu < 1r2.s 2 r
n
h9 re P e . 3.15 .  .
 .  .It follows from 3.6 and 3.15 that
iu iuQ re h- re .  .
iu2U re O q .1 iu iuh9 re h9 re .  .
iu iup 0 re h0 re .  .
iuq P re q 2 .1 iu iu /p re h9 re .  .
2iu iu iup 9 re p 0 re p 9 re .  .  .
X iuq 2 P re q q .1 iu iu iu /p re p re p re .  .  .
iu iup 0 re p - re .  .
X iuq P re q .1 iu iup re p re .  .
iuiu iu P  r e .2p 0 re p 9 re e .  .
X Xiu iuq q P re q P re .  . .1 22 iuiu h9 re .p re .
s2N n2O O r q 1 q o 1 exp d 1 q « y r , .  .  . . 2 2 / /2
as r ª `.
 .Since d 1 q « y s r2 - 0, it gives that for an N and all sufficiently2 2 2 3
large r,
iu N3U re O r . 3.16 .  .1
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 .  q .Now we fix a g s g g S l D _ E , k s 1, 2, . . . , n. Then we find2 k 2 k 12 0
g , g g Sy _ E , g - g - g , such that g y g - prn, g y g - prn.1 2 2 0 1 2 1 2
We first show that for any u , g O u O g , we have1
j 3iu rU re s O e , as r ª `. 3.17 .  . .1
 .  .Write g y g s pr n q t , t ) 0. Since s U O n, we have that1 1 1 1
<  iu . < r nq r2  .U re O e , 0 - t - t for all r large enough. Set g z s1 2 1
 .  ygqg 1.r2. i. j 3.  .U z rexp ze . Then g z is regular in the region between1
  ygqg 1.r2. i. j 3..two lines, arg z s g , arg z s g . We infer that cos arg ze1
P k for some k ) 0. In fact,
p pj g y g g y ggqg j3 1 11 3y i2y - y O yj O arg ze O j . /3 3 /  /2 2n 2 2
pj p3O - .
2n 2
Hence for g - u - g ,1
iuU re . nq r1 2iu r< <g re O O O e , as r ª `. .  .j 3k re
 .  .It follows from 3.10 and 3.16 that for some M ) 0, as r ª `,
O er
j 2 .
ig 1< <g re O O M . j 3k re
and
O r N .
ig< <g re O O M . . j 3k re
 .  .By means of Lemma 3.E, we obtain 3.17 . Similarly, we see that 3.17
 .holds for g - u - g . Hence we conclude that for any u 3.17 holds.2
Similarly we obtain that for any u
< iu < r
j 3U re s O e , as r ª `. 3.18 .  . .2
1 X X .  .  .Combining 3.17 and 3.9 , U y U s h9 P y P . By the theorem on1 2 2 12
 .the logarithmic derivatives and 3.5 ,
m r , e P1 q e P2 O 2m r , h9 q m r , Q q O log r .  .  .  .
O 2m r , U y U q m r , Q q O log r .  .  .1 2
O O er j 3 , as r ª `. 3.19 . .
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q y w xSince z rz is not real, S l S contains an interval I s w , w . By1 2 1 2 1 2
 .means of Lemma 3.C, ther exists an R I such that for any u g I and
 .r P R I ,
< P1 r e
iu . < ne P exp 1 y « d u r .  . .1
and
< P2 r e
iu . < ne O exp 1 y « d u r . .  . .2
 .Set min d u s d ) 0. We haveu g I 1
w2 iu iuP P q P  r e . P  r e .1 2 1 2< <m r , e q e P log e q e du . H
w1
w2 iuq P  r e .1< <P 1 q o 1 log e du . .H
w1
w2 nP 1 q o 1 exp 1 y « dr du .  . .  .H
w1
P 1 q o 1 exp 1 y « dr n w y w , 3.20 .  .  .  . .  . 2 1
 .  .as r ª `. Combining 3.19 and 3.20 and recalling that j - n, we get a3
contradiction. Hence Theorem 3.2 is proved.
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